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Tax Commissioner’s Department

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives

By chapter 55, Resolves of 1911, the Tax Commissioner \va
directed to make an investigation of voluntary associations organ

ized or doing business in this Commonwealth under a written
instrument or declaration of trust, the beneficial interest under
which is divided into transferable certificates of participation or
shares, with a view to determining the present legal status of such
voluntary associations and whether or not their prohibition or
further control and regulation by the Commonwealth is advisable
and in the public interest. The resolve is as follow

Chap
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voluntary associations upon the supervision and regulation of gas, elec-
tric light and street railway companies in this commonwealth. The tax
commissioner shall report the result of his investigation to the general
court on or before the second Saturday of January, nineteen hundred and
twelve, with such recommendations as he may deem advisable; and he
shall submit, with his report, drafts of any bill or bills necessary to carry
into effect any recommendation which he may make. In conducting
the above investigation, the tax commissioner may employ such assist-
ance and incur such reasonable expenses, not exceeding twenty

d by the governor and council; and
to require the attendance and testi-
:ion of all books and documents re-
ape of the said investigation. Wit-
ame manner and be paid the same

hundred dollars, as may be approve
said commissioner shall have power
mony of witnesses and the produc
lating to any matter within the sc
nesses shall be summoned in the s
fees as are witnesses in the municipal court of the city of Boston. [Ap-
proved April 18, 1911.

This question naturally divide
present legal status of voluntary
it is advisable and in the public
control them.

itself into two parts: first, the
.ssociations, and second, whether
interest to further regulate and

The term voluntary association as generally used signifies an
association of persons with a combined capital, represented by
transferable shares, for the purpose of carrying on a common proj-
ect for gain. Such associations were common in England in the
eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century and multi-
plied rapidly. Their principal characteristic was the transferability
of their shares without affecting the continuity of the association.
There was no legal entity in such organizations and they could not
sue or be sued in a common name.

These companies were regarded with great disfavor by the law
on the grounds that they purported to act as corporate bodies,
raised transferable stock, used charters for purposes not warranted
by any grant and were considered to be dangerous and mischievous,
tending (in the words of the bubble act) “to the common griev-
ance, prejudice and inconvenience of his Majesty’s subjects, or
great numbers of them, in trade, commerce or other lawful affairs.”
It is probably true that they were utilized by unprincipled persons
to promote fraudulent and dangerous schemes.

Part I. Legal Status of Voluntary Associations.
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The consequence was that they were declared to be common
nuisances and indictable as such, by the bubble act (1719). One
of the principal objections to these bodies arose from their being
unincorporated. Being composed of large and fluctuating bodies
of individuals, a person dealing with them did not know with whom
he was contracting or whom he was to sue. The bubble act which
sought to repress such associations remained in force for over a
hundred years (1720-1825), and in the words of Judge Bindley was
probably the cause of much more mischief than it prevented.
This inability to sue was sought to be remedied by the appoint-
ment of an officer through whom the association could sue or be
sued, and by the expedient of limited liability; but the solution
of the difficulty was not found until the passage of the companies
act in 1862.

Recognizing the mischief above alluded to of trading concerns being
carried on by large and fluctuating bodies, the act begins by declaring
that no company, association or partnership of more than twenty persons
or ten in the case of banking, shall be formed after the commencement
of the act for the purpose of carrying on any business which has for its
object the acquisition of gain by the company, association or partnership,
or by the individual members thereof, unless it is registered as a company
under the act, etc. Broadly speaking, the meaning of the act is that all
commercial undertakings as distinguished from literary or charitable
associations, shall be registered. The word business in this act has a
broader significance than trade. “Century of Law Reform,” Lecture
12, T. B. Napier.

This regulative act has brought within its scope all such classes
of companies which were before a menace and a fraud upon the
public, and by its wise provisions has raised the moral tone of
business affairs and increased the responsibilities of those who
direct them.

The voluntary association in this country has received its great-
est development in Massachusetts, and has come to its present
status by adopt
acteristic of corpi

utilizing many of t

The icnsti atamed ic

1,reseml attributcomm
following. They are to be found in all the more rc
instruments creating these association
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(a) Without effecting the dissolution of the organization.
(b ) Without giving shareholder: the right to an accounting,

iers any right or interest in the(c) Without giving the sharehol
property of the concern.

hareholder for the debts of the2. The limited liability of the
concern.

The transferable nature of the
a continuity of duration usually
the lives of the subscribers and
provision differentiates this form
partnership, where the death of
ship, and makes it, to a limited e

shares gives to these associations
limited by express provisions to
twenty years thereafter. This
of association from the ordinary
a partner dissolves the partner-
stent, similar to the corporation

which may or may not have perpetual duration.
The right to an accounting on the withdrawal of a partner from

The taking away of this right
ihmtarv association differen-

a partnership is his inherent right.
by the declaration of trust of the
tiates the association in this re t from the ordinary form of

it from the corporation, thepartnership. It also differentiate
stockholder of which has a common ■law right to examine the books,

counting. The rights of prop-and in certain cases to ask for an a
erty of the partners in a partnership is one of its chief attributes

ation, like the McKay Sewing
t had a right of property in

and in the ordinary voluntary as
Machine Association, the sharel
all the assets as a tenant in common. Stockholders in a corpora-

ants or tenants in common. Ation are not partners, joint t

a right to participate in the profits
corporate property. The certifi-

and may be sold and transferred

atior

ir in the final distribution of the
cate is itself personal property
without affecting the assets of

Under a declaration of trust
rporation or it nee

Inch is the form of organization\\

tion, this same result isthe mode
perty is in the trustees, and ordi-
the shareholders, or cestuis que

secured. The legal title to the pi

narily the beneficial interest is
;eneral use in the formation ofirovision now n

shareholder is tc lave no interest in the property

legal or equitable, draws a sharp line between
rtnership, and in this respect makes the trusttin

1. Transferability of shares
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every legal entity by the common
partnership are liable for all the
poration being a legal entity is
its name. Every creditor must

Liability for debt is imposed on
law. By that law members of a
debts of the partnership. A co:
liable for all debts contracted in
look to the property of the corpc ation and to that alone for the
satisfaction of his debt. The corporation being the legal entity no
shareholder can be sued for its debts. As the shareholder has ne

right of property in the effects of the corporation, he cannot be
looked to for its debts, except under particular circumstances
specified by the statute. There is no limited liability at common
law with respect to stockholders in a corporation. In such cases
limited liability does not exist apart from express statute.

Under the form of organization adopted by the voluntary asso-
ciation or express trust, it is frequently made a definite provision
of the agreement that neither the shareholders nor the trustees
shall be responsible for the debts of the association, that this pro-
vision shall be made part of every contract entered into by the
trustees, and that the property of the trust alone shall be answer-
able for its debts and obligations. In this form the voluntary asso-
ciation places its shareholders on more favorable footing than are
the stockholders of the corporation, for it seeks to free its share-
holders from even the limited liability incident to the relation of
stockholder in a corporation, ff
cerns from the ordinary partners

is again differentiates these con-
ipartnership.

Supreme Judicial Court of MassachusettsFrom time to time the Supren

has been called upon to pass on the character of these associations
In almost every case the court has taken occasion to say that theytaken occasion to say that they
resembled corporations in form of organization. Thus, in Tyrrell

Washburn, 6 Allen, 474, it is said by Chapman, Judge

the

To the same effect Morton, Judge, in Hoadley v. Lawrence, 105
Mass. 526. In Phillips v. Blatchford, 137 Mass. 515, Holmes,
Judge, said:

A,ne posely made
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and again

But the present contrivance goes further, and, as we have said, is in-
led to imitate a corporation so far as to stipulate that profits and

certificate shall remain a part ofshall follow the certific
the deceased, whether the executor makes himself a member

of th

In Hussey v. Arnold, 185 Mass. 203
greement creating the trust has peculiar provisions. The object

if it, apparentlv, was to obtain for the associates most of the advantit

relongiug to corporations, without the authority of any legislative act
and with freedom from the restrictions and regulations imposed by law
upon corporatior

In one of the latest cases, Williams v. Boston, 208 Mass. 50, it
is said

ready made hold that the transferable quality of their
ducting their business, similar to

3f

partners. In the leading and sul 1

pint and n'

pon the power and liability oflirthe law of partnership. The limitatior
individual members and the attempt to avail themselves of many of the

lions relate more to details and tc
the mad

the framers of these agreementsA.s evidence of the intention of
•wers and attributes as nearly asto create an organization with pc

attention is called to the fol-possible like those of a corporati
often made use of in the bodylowing express provisions which

of the agreement

tolares herci

c:

the sam
her or fu

,11 have allw
nt

ic

Massa-
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But although the court has felt it necessary to say in every case
which it has decided that the voluntary association has purposely
adopted many of the attributes and forms of management of cor-
porations, it has laid down the principle without equivocation that
such organizations are not corporations but partnerships.

By articles of co-partnership it was agreed that any partner might
assign his share of the stock by a cer ificate in writing, which when lodged
with the clerk of the company sho; old entitle the assignee to all the
privileges and subject him to all tl liabilities of an original partner.ie

Held, that an assignment without h certificate, would neverthelesiiuch certificate, wouL
Smith, 5 Pick. 232.)property. (Alvordtrar

In this case the court said

The evidence proves a sale from he plaintiff to the defendants of the
It is an inti it in a co-partnership and may bere

transferred without deed, etc. W he certificate not material to
iiation it is provided thath t

certificates should be made and filed y the clerk, yet this is for the con-
venience of the company, and the it cannot prevent the
right of an owner to sell his interest

Holmes, Judge, in Phillips v. BL atchford, said

ferable shares arelate to contend that piu
iin this Commonwealth. They have been recognized as lawful by

ie court from Alvord v. Smith, 5 Pick. 232, to Gleason v. McKay] 134
Mass

In Edwards v. Warner Linoline tc., Works, 168 Mass. 566, it
is said

artnership
the deaththat i

ier shall not work a dissolution of the partnership. Phillips
ird, 137 Mass. 510; Hoadley v. County Commissioners. 105Commissioners, 105

Mass. 519, Gleason v. McKay. 134 Mass. 4

A.a the same ca

If (

iurn, 6 Allen. 4
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In Hoadley v. County Commissioners, 105 Mass. 519, Morton,
id

iciation is not allTHE M

v

n under general law. A corporation can only be c
voluntary associ

and i
asi

v

anized un

n Ricker v. American Loan and Trust Company, 140 A
346, Allen, Judge, said

it a corporation. It is a mere voluntary associate
There is no intermediate form of organization betw

mpanies of Er
,tes, known to the laws of this Commonweal

tion is not a corporation, its members must be par
Tiwnin,rc

In Hussey v. Arnold, 185 Mass. 203, theBoston Associates organ-

ized by the election of trustees by the shareholders to do the busi-
ness of the concern; the court characterized the organization asthe court
follow

.mar pr

th
w

,nd with freedom from the restrictions and regulations imposed by lav

Article twelve of the agreement is as follows: A1
gagements entered into by the trustees shall be in their names a;i

vide agai

property shall
Is of the trustees. We have

fable to third
1 it would seem, therefore, that the business of the trust w

would give no one dealing with it a

Inst anybod,t law lV cont

or liability of the association. We do not attempt to determine wliethf
mforceable in the cou:

whether there are such considerations of public policy in
business without a legal liability to anybody

for debts incurred by the trustees, as merit consideration by the If
latur
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It is to be observed that the trustees in this case were chosen by
the shareholders, and might be called agents of the shareholders
with more propriety than trustees who are self-perpetuating, and
in this case the court evidently considered them as agents as well
as trustees; the judge says:

As agents and trustees under the agreement they were not authorized
to contract any debt which would charge the certificate holders.

From the fact that an association has transferable shares and
continuity of existence, it follows that it is practically a legal
entity so that it can sue and be sued. The facts that its share-
holders have no interest in its property and cannot enforce an
accounting and are free from liability for the debts of the concern

ive it the essential standing of ado not make it a corporation or
association is a partnership andcorporation. In legal effect the
lations to the inquiry ordered tomust be treated as such, in its rc

be made by this resolve
which seem to be in antagonismThere is another class of case
Moritz and others, 151 Massto this conclusion. In Mayo v

481:

ion and his application forAr
of the samleft

holdersti
ist, and issued thred. The trof

rf.h<

the trust. Held w

cestuis que trust entitled to share i
Pub-

ch
tt

This case and allied cases would seem to be in conflict with the
opinions above quoted, and is held to be authority for the elictum
that unincorporated voluntary associations formed by declaration:
of trust are express trusts anel not partnerships. But the court
expressly distinguished between this case and those ■which hav
been declared to be partnerships. In his opinion, Allen, Jud
said
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The deed of trust does not have the effect to make the scrip-holder
the carrying on of a partnership
the grantor and the scrip-holders,
Gleason v. McKay, 134 Mass. 419,

partners. It does not contemplate
business upon the joint account of
and in this respect the case is unlike

40. The scrip-holders are cestuis
ares of the avails of the property

and Phillips v. Blatchford, 137 Ma
que trust , and are entitled to their
when the same is sold

To the same effect is the reasoning in Williams v. Boston, 208
Mass. 500

joint owners of the property, for whos<
; carried on, in which profits or losi

There is no doubt that they are
joint benefit the business is bein

through the increase or diminution of
sts in the trust. There is a provision

will affect them all proportionally
the value of their respec

iither they nor the trustees are to be
e trust, and in this respect theirrelation

ust that r
liable personally for the debts of tl

ppears in Hussey v. Arnold, 185 Meto the business is like that which
419, and in Phillips v. Blatchford,202. In Gleason v. McKay, 134 Ms
were held to create partnerships.137 Mass. 510, similar trust agreeme n

mpting certificate holders from peWe do not think the provisions exe
1 to dcsonal liability for debts should be 1

as a partnership

■cisions made consistently over aIn addition to this line of de
the legal status of these associa-long period of years, determining

Commonwealth has from time totions, the Legislature of this (

with such associations. Thus thetime enacted legislation dealing
as existing legal bodies, though itLegislature has recognized ther

which would come from placinghas not given them the standi
By St. 1878, chapter 275, thethem under regulative provisic

iucli associations on the same planeLegislature attempted to pla
as corporations, by bringing them within the provisions of law
regulating the taxation of the corporate franchise of corporations.

134 Mass. 419, the court decidedIn the case of Gleason v. McKaj
nal, on the ground that the formthat this statute wras unconstituti
which did not enjoy any specialof organization was a partnership

le peculiar feature that the inter-privilege or franchise; and that tl
'erred without the special assentest of each member might be tran

of the other members, could not be called a commodity, whicl

■would be subject to a special excise.
1

In the Legislature of 1901 several plans were offered with the
purpose of obtaining legislation affecting such associations. These
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attempts were primarily for the purpose of further regulating pub-
lic service corporations. On Jan. 31, 1901, there was introduced
in the House (House Journal, p. 183) an order for a joint special
committee to revise the general laws pertaining to the issue of
stocks and bonds by public service corporations, in order better to
protect the interests of the public as affected by public service
corporations and associations. The order was referred to the com-
mittee on rules, and was subsequently adopted Feb. 25, 1901, in a
new draft reported by that committee and sent to the Senate,
where it was referred to the committee on rules, which never
reported on the order. On Jan. 31, 1901, a petition of W. R.
Chester and others for the revision, amendment and extension of
the so-called anti-stock watering laws was presented and laid on
the table. Subsequently, on April 2, 1901, this petition, with the
accompanying bill, House, No. 1196, was referred to the joint
committee on the judiciary. A bill, Senate, No. 213, providing
for the appointment of a committee to revise the general laws of
the Commonwealth pertaining to the public service corporations
and associations was introduced on leave in the Senate March 12,
1901 (Senate Journal, p. 395), and referred to the joint committee
on the judiciary. The joint committee on the judiciary gave
hearings on the Chester petition (House, No. 1196, and Senate,
No. 213) and on May 24 reported an order for a joint recess com-
mittee to consider various matters pertaining to public service cor-
porations, including the extension of the laws pertaining to public
service corporations, and “to corporations, associations and per-
sons holding the securities of corporations engaged in any business
commonly done by public service corporations.” This order
appears in full on pages 1216 and 1217 of the House Journal for
1901. The order was adopted in the House on May 28, 1901,
apparently without a division; it was sent to the'Senate, where,
by a vote of 6 yeas to 20 nays, it was rejected on June 7, 1901.

At the same session of the Legislature an order was adopted by
the House requesting the Railroad Commissioners to answer seven
questions set out in said order, concerning the Massachusetts
Electric companies, a copy of which order and the reply of the
Railroad Commissioners appears on page 57 et seq. of the thirty-
third annual report of the Railroad Commissioners, dated Janu-
ary, 1902.
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St. 1884, chapter 174, now contained in R. L. chapter 208,
section 49, and St. 1886, chapter 328, now R. L. chapter 208,
section 50, both relating to the punishment for embezzlement of
officers of voluntary associations, provides that in.a prosecution
under this act it shall be sufficient to describe such an association
“by the name by which it is generally known and as a voluntary
association.” By St. 1907, chapter 539, such voluntary associa-
tions were recognized by the Legislature, and a requirement im-
posed that they should file the names of their trustees and a refer-
ence to the instrument or declaration of trust in the office of the
clerk of the city or town in which their place or places of business
or office or officers are situated. St. 1909, chapter 441, contained
provisions in section 1 relative to trustees of all voluntary asso-
ciations under written instruments or declarations of trust, the
beneficial interest under which is divided into transferable certifi-
cates, etc. Section 2of the same statute contained special pro-
visions respecting such associations owning or controlling a majority
of the capital stock of a railroad, street railway, gas company or
electric light company, and required them to file with the Commis-
sioner of Corporations and with the board having supervision
of such company a statement showing the number of shares of
such company owned or controlled by them and the stockholders
ofrecord on the books of such company in whose names such shares
are held.

From the foregoing analysis it is obvious that voluntary associa-
tions have been recognized through a long term of years both by
the courts and by the Legislature, and have received a legal status
and judicial standing in the Commonwealth.

Part 11. Regulation and Control of Voluntary Asso-
ciation

There are three forms of such associations (namely, those with
transferable shares) which are prominent and come within the
scope of this inquiry.

First, those which are created for the purpose of developin
lolding, managing and leasing real estate.

Second, those which are created for the purpose of carrying on a
manufacturing, mechanical, mercantile or other business.

Third, those which are created for the purpose of owning, hold-
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ing and controlling stocks and securities of corporations or other
associations, popularly known as holding companies.

For the purposes of this inquiry it will be useful to consider each
class separately, with a view to its history and for the determina-
tion of the character of its organization and business, and the effect
of its business upon the community in which it is located.

Prior to the passage of the law of 1874, chapter 165, the statutes
of the Commonwealth, authorizing the formation of corporations
under general law did not go farther than to name certain specified
business purposes. The general statute of 1870, chapter 224,
authorized the formation of corporations under general law for
cutting ice, for agricultural and horticultural, mining and quarry-
ing purposes, for manufacturing (except the distilling of intoxicat-
ing liquors), for printing, for co-operative trade, for opening canals,
etc., for making and selling gas and for common carriers. By
chapter 165 of the Acts of 1874 there first appeared general author-
ity for the purpose of organizing for any lawful purpose not men-
tioned in Acts of 1870, chapter 224, “except buying and selling
real estate, and banking.”

The exception of the business of buying and selling real estate
in this statute does not make this business unlawful. The Legis-
lature had previously organized corporations by special charter
to engage in the business of real estate (see Statutes of 1819,
chapter 138; 1823, chapter 15; 1824, chapter 26; 1836, chapter
259; 1861, chapter 62), and the business is therefore a lawful busi-
ness in this Commonwealth (173 Mass. 254). The effect of the
statute is that the Legislature reserves to itself the sole power of
granting charters for the business of buying and selling real estate.
Since the policy of the Legislature has always been extremely con-
servative in the granting of charters for real estate corporations,
the result has been a practical refusal of the State to allow corpora-
tions to be organized for doing the business of real estate. While
every other limitation has been removed which restricts the grant-
ing of charters under general law this one still remains in force,
and in consequence, whoever wishes to engage in such business
must do so under other forms than the corporation. The reasons
why successive legislatures have refused to grant charters for real

1. Real Estate Trusts.
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estate corporations cannot be definitely known, since they are not
made a matter of record. But it is popularly supposed that to
grant corporations the power to buy and sell real estate would lead
to disastrous speculation in lands, to the great loss and injury of
the public. The policy which denies incorporation for the purpose
of carrying on the real estate business probably grew out of the
mortmain laws of England, which sought to eradicate the evils

areas of lands by ecclesiasticalincident to the holding of large
bodies.

the force and effect of the mort-In an article submitted to me
main laws is clearly set forth:

in feudal reasons and are purelyThe mortmain laws had their
.1 corporations of England held theirlocal and English. The ecclesiasticsic
no precise limitations and with nopowers without written grant, wit!

nee. At the conclusion of the twelfthlimit as to the duration of their exist
territorial property, nearly one-half
ere free from taxation and to some

century they enjoyed, in
of England. The lands thus held w
extent from such feudal incide forfeitures

was palsied by the diminutionwardships. The
riors were largely deprived of theirof military nobles, and the feudal sup

■medy all thi that alienations in mortmain wererevenues. It w
prohibited.

in Massachusetts, their applica-
age of St. 1785, chapter 57 (12

If these laws ever had any force
tion was determined by the pass
Mass. 537).

in perpetuity by a corporation
velopment of business and prop-

The fear that real estate held
may have a tendency to arrest de
erty, may have had more influence in early days than at present.
Courts do not look with favor upon any policy which restrains
trade or arrests development; and because of the more enlightened
view of the present, and the broader powers given to the courts,
it would seem that former fears are untenable and ought not to

clog the healthful development of all classes of property. It will
be noted that the restriction in the power of granting charters for
any lawful purpose is directed against the buying and selling of
real estate. There has never been any variation in the language
of this restriction since it was first incorporated in the statute in
Acts of 1874, chapter 165. It is directed against the buying and
selling of real estate as a business, in which lands are bought and
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sold from day to day in larger or smaller parcels, for business pur-
poses, that is, for profit. Of course, in the transaction of such
a business there is the opportunity and the temptation to carry on
unhealthy speculation which may be disastrous to the best interest
of the public. But it is also a fact that such unhealthy specula-
tion is being carried on every day with other classes of property,
and the public is left to take care of itself; or it is protected by
reports which are required by law to be made for its information.

In the exercise of its reserved power the Legislature has from
time to time granted charters for the purpose of engaging in the
business of buying and selling real estate, both before and after
the passage of this act of 1874. Citations are given above of specialit

acts for this purpose. Since the passage of the act the following
may be cited as further examples: 1883, chapter 206; 1888, chap-
ter 125; 1892, chapter 329; 1908, chapter 114.

Other special charters have been granted, limiting the business
to be done to the holding, managing, improving and leasing cer-
tain real estate specifically identified in the act, fixing the author-
ized capital and providing that
its value shall be determined by
Examples of this class of corpoi
ing statutes: 1889, chapter 171;
107, 118, 209; 1905, chapter 1(

if paid for otherwise than in cash
the Commissioner of Corporations,
ations may be found in the follow-

1900, chapter 122; 1901, chapters
1; 1907, chapters 119, 120.
this description has been granted,Since the year 1907 no act

although several bills have been presented to the Legislature for
such grant

It is obvious that the holding, managing, improving and leasing
parcels of real estate as a business differs from the business of
buying and selling real estate without limit. It is confined to real
estate specifically described or identified by the statute and cannot
be extended to other real estate without an extension of the grant.

The acts above cited included, in eight instances, business blocks
in which the individual owner’s interests were represented by shares
of the corporation, and in the other cases the real estate belonged
to heirs of estates, or was held in trust by trustees for the benefit
of heirs or others; in these ca
beneficiaries were represented 1

the respective interests of the
hares. The purpose for which

these corporations were granted charters is very different from deal-
ing in real estate, and apparently not within the exception of the
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statute. It ought to be possible to organize such corporations
under general laws, and except for an intimation from the Attorney-
General, the Commissioner of Corporations would have done so.
It is worthy of note, in this connection, that by section 11 of
chapter 110, R. L., authority was expressly given to form a cor-
poration under general laws, for the erection and maintaining of
a hotel or hall, or a building for mechanical and manufacturing
purposes. This authority certainly does not materially differ
from the authority contained in the special acts granting charters
for holding, maintaining, improving and leasing specific pieces of
real estate, and it is difficult to see why corporations should not
be organized for these purposes under general law.

Such being the attitude of the General Court and the practice
of the Commissioner of Corporations’ department, there was no
way open under the,statutes to organize corporations for any real
estate business. The only other avenue open for doing the real
estate business was the real estate trust, many of which trusts
have been formed in Massachusetts, and 103 of which have filed
their declarations in the department of the Commissioner of Cor-
porations

In reply to the question,“Why did those who organized your
voluntary association adopt this form of organization rather than
a corporation?” the answer in almost all cases was, “Because
no other method of organization was open to us, the Common-
wealth not permitting such business to be conducted by a cor-
poration,” and, “ to gain the benefits of the trust form of organ-
ization.” The benefits here referred to are expressed in the
following reply to another question, and is a clear resume of the
answers received from all the associations which submitted
answers to the question:—

The real estate trusts of the city of Boston own, it is estimated, prop-
erty valued at $250,000,000. They afford opportunity for investment
in real estate by small as well as large investors, and permit a distribu-
tion of such investments among a variety of properties, thus dividing
the risk of loss of rent and possible shrinkage of values; and usually they
insure management by experienced and capable men, —a great advantage
to those who are unable, for any reason, to care for their own property.
To render the future creation and operation of such trusts impossible
would make it necessary to find some other means for the co-operation

apital in such enterprises as have employed this method, or the city
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n would have to lose in sul it

of having largebuildings erected, few men being able and willing by them-
vide the money necessary for extensive improvements, and

our laws making no provision for the organization of corporations to
engage in real estate

nntatif trustees, their comf
are more satisfactorilv regulated by the terms of the trust agreement
which can be drawn to meet the special needs in each case than could
be possible under the general corj laws; and as the proj

ust is usually limited to one parcel and one set ofunder any

icablshareholders, it seems wise to leave the management, as far
ted by the owners with their powers andin the hands of trust

duties carefully defined rather than to gi its supervision to the
changing officials of the State. The rights of the public are protected by
the same laws as those which regulate the property of the individual;

ars and the bene-the property is taxed for ios full value as found by

the shareholders (who put themselves voluntarily underficial inter
carefullythe regulation of the declaration or agreement of trust) are caref

,r that, inasmuch as these associations have beenguarded. It
y have served a great and undeniablyallowed for many years, and as they have served a great an

usetu
rem in the future rather than to seek reasons for disturbingto c

and interfering with the

It cannot be denied that much benefit has resulted to the city
of Boston and to other places in the improvement of real estate.
the addition of property to the tax lists, furnishing accommoda-
tions for increasing business and the general promotion of the
growth and prosperit Commonwealth. An examinatione

sates shows that it is alsoof the trust agreements of tl
true that in a large majority of cases the real estate held is con-
fined to one or two or a few pieces, and that if the Commonwealth’s
laws had permitted, a corporation would have answered the pur-
pose of the subscribers quite as well as a trust; indeed, very many

le laws of the Commonwealth hadof these trusts declare that if t
permitted, they would have prc rred the corporate form of organ-
iz,

held by a corporation is held inThe objection that real
perpetuity, ought not now to be considered a serious bar to form-
ing corporations to transact the business of real estate. In this

ierty is under the control of thCommonwealth corporate p:
State, it is subject to taxation like that of individuals, it is sul
ject to the debts of the concern, it may be freely alienated by tin
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corporation, and may be taken for public purposes. The cor-
porate charter is subject to be altered, amended or repealed, and
the corporation itself being the creation of the State is subject to
its laws and control. Under the changed conditions of doing busi-
ness, with the duties and liabilities now imposed on corporations
and supervision to which they are subjected, it would seem un-
wise for the Commonwealth to continue to prohibit the formation
of corporations and to Impede the growth and prosperity of this
class of property in the Commonwealth.

Industrial Trusts.

Voluntary unincorporated trusts for the purpose of carrying on
industrial enterprises were formerly legal at common law Under
the companies act of England, any company, association or part-
nership consisting of more than 20 persons is forbidden from carry-
ing on any business for the acquisition of gain, unless registered
under the act for that purpose. It has been held in England that
a trust is not a company, association or partnership. In the case
of Smith v. Anderson, L. R. 15 Ch. D. 247, an action was brought
to have the trust dissolved on the ground that it was a partnership
and was doing business in violation of the statute. The court
refused to grant the relief desired and said that the certificate
holders were not partners and did not form an association:

There has never been anything creating any mutual rights or oblig;
tions between these persons. They are from the first entire strangers,
who have entered into no contract whatever with each other, nor has
either of them entered into any contract with the trustees on behalf of
the other, there being nothing in the deed pointing to any mandate or
delegation of authority to anybody to act for the certificate holders as
between themselves, and nothing, as it appears, by which any liability
could ever be cast upon the certificate holders either as between them-
selves or as between themselves or anybody else. If there is any business
at all, it is to be carried on by the trustees.

And Cotton, L. J., said:-—

The trustees are the only persons who are dealing with the invest-
ments, and they are dealing, not as agent for some principal but as trus-
tees, in whom the property and the management are vested and who have
the power of changing the securities and investments. That is just like
the case which often occurs where the trustees or executors of a will are
directed to carry on a business. The fact that they are to account to
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others for the profits made is a matter utterly immaterial as between
al with those pithem and those with whom they deal. T

the only persons contracting, and hold themselves out as personallypersons contra
liable. Those persons have no right whatever agaii
ficially

This is not the view taken by
Massachusetts in the cases abo

the Supreme Judicial Court of
e cited, where the agreement

creating the trust seeks to free not only the shareholders but the
trustees from personal liability for the debts contracted by the
trustees. Our court has uniformly held such associations to be
partnerships when the profits are to be divided among the share'
holders for whose joint benefit the business is carried on, or where
the value of the shares or interests may be increased or dimin-
ished through the success or failure of the enterprise. It is well
settled in this Commonwealth that such associations are partner-
ship:

In the course of this investigation not more than a dozen of
these industrial trusts have been brought to my attention, and only
one in which the shareholders beneficially' interested number more
than 20. Their organization for the most part does not seek to
free the members from liability for the debts of the concern, and
members stand more nearly in the relation of partners than
trustees and cestuis que trust. Most if not all of them have been
reorganized from the corporate form, for the purposes of avoiding
publicity of the affairs of a business closely held, for the greater
flexibility of management, and to avoid liability for the federal
income tax.

The advantages which it is claimed accrue to the industrial and
real estate trusts have principally to do with the greater freedom
of managing the affairs of the trust. They may be stated generally
as follow

1. These associations have been found by the experience of
tw'enty-five years to be a convenient, safe and unobjectionable
method of co-operative ownership and management. They are
for the interest alike of the investor and the public.

2. The form of organization ensures a continuity of management

and control which appeals strongly to investors in real estate
wdiich cannot be secured by a corporation with changing officer
The trustees who are the managing officers of a trust are not so
likely to be changed as are the directors of a corporation.
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3. It affords a more economical and more convenient and flexible
form of management than does a corporation. Trustees can trans-
act business with more ease and rapidity than directors.

4. Such associations offer a convenient method of combining
o

capital for the development and improvement of real estate. All
the more important buildings erected in the city of Boston within
the last twenty-five years owe their existence to such organiza-
tions.

5. It enables the small investor to participate in ownership of
valuable real estate, and share in the profits.

6. These associations assist materially in the growth and pros-
perity of the community in which they operate. They furnish
improved facilities for doing business and increase the amount and
taxable value of property therein.

This particular class of associations is unobjectionable as long
as the number of its members is limited, and the public is not
asked to purchase its shares. In this form it partakes of the nature
of a close corporation in which the members are actively engaged
in the management of its affairs, and are in touch with its financial
standing. But in the case of those associations which seek capital
in the open market the case is different. The shareholders have
no such knowledge of the affairs or condition of the association,
and oftentimes no right by the agreement to make examination.
It may be said that in most respects the holder of shares in a vol-
untary association is in no different relation with respect to the
agreement than the stockholder of a corporation is with reference
to the agreement of association; that having purchased stock sub-
ject to the agreements he is bound by them and must assume the
consequences. But a stockholder in a corporation has a common-
law right to make examination of books and records, and under
the corporation laws of the Commonwealth this right is preserved
for him by statute. He also has the benefit of annual statements
to which he may have access to determinethe condition of the coni'

pany. It is the policy of the Commonwealth to afford publicity
of the affairs of business corporations to the public which places
its money in them in order that the stockholder may have the
natural right of every person to know how his affairs are being
managed. It seems to me, therefore, that the same publicity
should be required of voluntary associations whose membership
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exceeds a certain number, as is required of the affairs of the busi-
ness corporation, in order that the public which is interested finan-
cially in the association may know the quality of its management,
and whether its interests are being properly conserved.

Holding Associaiic
Among the forms of corporate activity to develop in recent

years is the holding company. It is a recognized principle of
corporation law that a corporation may not do any business
except that for which it is organized, and, except by express statu-
tory authority may not hold stock in other corporations. Such
authority, however, is often given by special charter, and the
general laws of some States often provide for such authority.
Until recently it has been a question of grave doubt whether cor-
porations could be organized under the laws of Massachusetts for
holding purposes. Because of this doubt, and because the laws
of the State as a general rule have prohibited the consolidation of
public service corporations, resort has been had to the holding
trust or voluntary association. The purpose of such trusts is to
acquire the stock and other securities of corporations and issue
their own certificates for them. In this way the trustees own the
stock, vote it, elect the officers of the various corporations, control
the business, receive all dividends on the stock, and use these
dividends to pay dividends on the trust certificates. The corpora-
tions thus controlled continue a separate and distinct existence,
but practically act together for a common purpose through the
holding association. The purpose of such combinations is to con-
trol prices, to cheapen the cost of production and to prevent com-
petition. A private corporation may go further than a quasi-public
corporation in its agreements to restrict competition, and may enter
into combinations which a quasi-public service corporation could
not enter into without acting against public pol

Phe rule of public policy is violated when a combination brin
about either of the following consequer

1. The increase of charges beyond reasonable rate

2. The curtailment of facilities afforded the publi
That is to say, if a combination results in restraint of trade by

raising prices, curtailing production or suppressing competition it
is void as against public policy. The public has a right to the
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benefits accruing from separate control and management of public
service corporations, and any combination without authority of
law which deprives the public of such benefits is against public
policy.

In order to keep public service corporations separate and in
control of their own stockholders the general policy of the Common-
wealth has been to restrict the right of such corporations to con-
solidate or to hold stock in other corporations. This policy of the
law applies to railroad and street railway companies. St. 1906,
chapter 463, Part 111., section 58, provides that if a foreign cor-
poration which owns or controls a majority of the capital stock
of a domestic street railway company issues stock, bonds or other
evidences of indebtedness based upon or secured by the property,
franchise or stock of such domestic street railway company, unless
such issue is authorized by the law of this Commonwealth, the
Supreme Judicial Court shall have jurisdiction in equity in its
discretion to dissolve such domestic corporation.

There is also a specific statute to the same effect, applying to
gas and electric companies. (See also St. 1894, chapter 476.)

So far as I am able to observe, the rule of public policy has not
been violated by these holding companies by the suppression of
competition. The controlled corporations are not and never were
competitors of each other in furnishing to the public the commodity
for which they have been organized. Each of the controlled cor-
porations continues after it has been acquired by the holding asso-
ciations to furnish its commodity in its own territory under the
same noncompetitive conditions as existed before the advent of
the holding association. The unification of several companies under
one management and control, for the purpose of accomplishing
economy in operation and extension of business, would seem to be
in the interest of the public. lam convinced that in many cases
this has been accomplished with the result that the public is receiv-
ing better service and lower rates than before. I think, too, the
same is true with respect to transportation. And as long as the
operating companies are under the control and supervision of pub-
lic boards and commissions I do not apprehend that the rule pro-
tecting the public against restraint of trade will be infringed. If
it ever should be there is ample power in the law to correct such
abuse of control.
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But the fact that the controlled companies are not in competi-
tion does not mean that they are not monopolies. As a usual thing
gas and electric companies and transportation companies have
exclusive control of the territory in which they operate. Since
they have no competitors they are not subject to the influences
which usually produce economies in business. Since we have
largely eliminated competition in public utilities we have estab-
lished our system of public control, in order that the public may
continue to enjoy the benefits which competition usually produces.

The power of these holding associations to issue capital is
unlimited. There is no restraint placed upon them by statute
such as exists in the case of the controlled companies. Since their
creation and management is secured by an agreement in the nature
of a declaration of trust they are governed only by the provisions
of that instrument. These agreements give to the trustees broad
powers in the control and management of the affairs of the associa
tions and place no restrictions upon them in the issuance of certifi
cates of capital. In consequence we frequently find the capital
issued by the holding associations greatly in excess of the capital
controlled and of the properties of the subsidiary companies. In
many instances much more than the market value has been paid
for the stock of the controlled companies. This and the necessity
of obtaining working capital are the principal reasons for the exces'
sive capitalization. In addition to the capital issued there is often
an issue of bonds or notes based on or secured by the capital
stock and assets of the subsidiary companies. If this capital
were furnished by the few individuals who promote the voluntary
association there might not be any very serious objection to over-
capitalization so far as the general public is concerned. But when
the public is asked to buy these securities and to furnish the mom
with which to carry on the enterprise, unrestricted and excessive
capitalization becomes a serious matter. Since it has been th
policy of the Commonwealth to supervise the amour
issues of securities in the ca if the controlled company in order

ught also to be the policy of the
he holding associations to similar

to prevent stock watering, it

State to subject the issues o:
npervision. In this way onl can we accomplish a genuine con-

public utilities. Our present con-trol of the capitalization of our
trol goes but half way. It is one of the claims of theseassociations
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that their capital offers a safe investment to the small investor.
If this claim is sound, it will not harm the associations to make
investment in their securities as safe as is an investment in the
securities of the underlying companies. This can be done only by
establishing for the holding associations the same degree of control
of security issues as we already have for the controlled corpora-
tions, and by providing for the former the same publicity of their
business as we now have for the latter.

In another view, excessive capitalization tends to impede the
largest development of the business of the controlled companies,
and works against the largest
them in the quality of service
saying now that some advant
because of common ownership
I have already said that some

advantage to the public served by
and reduction of rates. lam not
age has not accrued to the public
and a unified plan of management,
progress has been made along that

line. But lam assured by the boards having supervision of the
operating corporations that very much more ought to be expected,
and would in fact have been done but for the policy which has
resulted in the issues of excessive capital by the holding associa-
tions. In many of these associations two kinds of stock have
been created and bonds issued in addition. The preferred stock
bears a fixed guaranteed rate of dividend; the bonds bear a fixed
rate of interest. These charges must be paid when due or pro-
vided for to be paid in the future. In addition the investor in the
common stock has a right to expect that he will receive sooner or

later a return on his investment,
obligations which cannot be ignc
associations, and the plants und<

The payments of dividends are
red by the management of these
;r their control must provide out
an capital and borrowed money.of earnings for these payments

By so much as these association re overcapitalized is the public
deprived of their rightful expectation of a modification of rates and
an improvement of service. The Board of Gas Commissioners in
“Sundry Boston Companies,” 1893, said, “If by the existence of
a common control special economies become available, while the
corporation which secures these results is entitled to a liberal
reward, the public should also receive, as a matter of sound busi-
ness policy, some share in the benefits thus made possible.”

One of the devices by which the holding association seeks to
obtain greater profit from its combined properties is brought about
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by a provision in the statement c
that it may engage in the busine;
ing, supplying, etc., the material
iary companies. Thus the assoc
company, but it also acts as a c

f purposes for which it is created
>s of manufacturing, buying, sell-
and supplies used by the subsid-
ation acts not only as a holding
mmercial concern supplying the

materials, etc., which are used by the controlled companies. In
this way it receives dividends on the stocks which it holds, and
profits on its sales to the subsidiary corporations. The tendency
of this practice is to impair the ability of the controlled company
to render to the public the fullest efficiency in service and the great-
est advantage in rates. The experience of the Commonwealth
has not been a profitable one in this respect. One has only to
recall the extent of the mischief done in the case of the Bay State
Gas Company to appreciate what evils may be brought about by
absolute control of a public utility. The recent case reported by
the Board of Gas Commissioners is not particularly reassuring
(see report of Board of Gas and Electric Light Commissioners,
April 3, 1911). The temptation to take all that can be possibly
squeezed out of a public utility is too strong not to be attractive
to human cupidity. Improved management, extension of service
and economy of production may be (and sometimes are) accom-
plished by the ownership of several producing corporations by a
common holding association. But the excessive capital issued by
the association stands as a barrier to prevent the results of these
economies of operation reaching the consuming public in a reduction
ofrates or adequate improvement of service. Further than this, the
holding association which acts as a seller of supplies to its controlled
corporations removes them from the field of competitive buying
and establishes a monopoly for its own benefit. By these two
methods the public is deprived of its share of the good results
which common ownership can and should produce.

Conclusion

The resolve under which this report is made requires me to
inquire into the legal status of voluntary associations, and to deter-
mine whether they should be prohibited or further regulated by
statute. I have already said that the legal status of these associa-
tions has been declared by the court in many cases to be partner-
ships created by an agreement or declaration of trust under the
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common-law right of contract. To say, then, that they should be
prohibited would be an unwarranted interference with the right
of contract, and would raise serious constitutional questions. My
opinion is that since large amounts of capital have been put into
these associations and they have already been recognized by law,
it would be wise to subject them to further regulation by the State,
especially such of them as own, hold or control stocks of public
service corporations

The principle upon which this policy proceeds was laid down in
Munn v. Illinois, 94 U. S. 113, and declares that when property
becomes clothed with a public interest and is used in a manner
to make it of public consequence, and to affect the community at
large

he public for the common goodmst submit to be controlled, b;
tent of the interest thus creat 1.

It makes no difference whether such property is the property
of a corporation or of a voluntary association controlling it,
the rule is of equal force. The effect upon the public interest is
the same, and in my opinion all should be treated in the same
manner; that is to say, the supervision exercised by law over
corporations whose stock is controlled should be extended and
applied to the controlling association.

Whether it would be wiser public policy to provide for the con-
solidation of the controlled companies into the form of a Massa-
chusetts corporation, and to provide for the liquidation of the
holding company, I have not considered. This course would
probably require some changes in the laws relating to the forma-
tion and control of public service corporations, and is a subject
which might well be considered by the Legislature. LTpon this
subject, however, I make no recommendation.

Recommendations.

I recommend that the business corporation law- be amended
so as to provide for the organization of corporations to be formed
for the purpose of engaging in the real estate business under proper
limitations. I submit herewith a bill for this purpose, marked

I recommend that the trustees of every voluntary associa-
Appendix A
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tion or express trust whose shareholders exceed 15 in number be
required to file with the Commissioner of Corporations an annual
certificate of condition in the form now required of business cor-
porations by the provisions of section 45, chapter 437, Acts of
1903, and I submit herewith a bill for that purpose, marked Appen-
dix B.

3. I recommend that the power of every voluntary association
or express trust to hold securities of any public service corpora-
tion organized and doing business under the statutes of Massa-
chusetts be limited to 10 per centum of the capital of such corpora-
tions; and that all such holding associations be hereafter subject
to the control of the commissioner having supervision of the con-
trolled companies, in respect to the relations between such asso-
ciations and such public service corporations, in so far as such
relations arise from or by reason
of such corporation, or by reasc
This recommendation is based
law of New York. I submit here
mendation, marked Appendix C

of the holding of stock or property
n of any contract between them.
on the public service commission
with two bills covering this recom-
and Appendix D

4. I recommend that thebusin •rporation laws be so amended
as to provide that no corporation organized under or subject to
its provisions shall acquire, hold or own more than 10 per centum
of the capital stock of any public service corporation. I submit
herewith a bill for this purpose, marked Appendix E.

Respectfully submitted,

WILLIAM D. T. TREFRL
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A.n Act relative to the Holding
Service Corporations by Trl

if the Stock of Certain Public
stees of a Voluntary Associa-

TION OB EXPHESS TkUST.

Bt
tion 1. Trustees of a volunt ,ry association, or express trust,

tion of trust the beneficial interest
ible certificates of participation or

under a written instrument
under which is divided into transfer

ares shall not purchase nor ac ake or hold, directly or indirectly,
capital stock of a corporation or-
laws of the commonwealth for the
commonwealth the business of a

more than ten per cent of the total
ganized under the general or special
purpose of carrying on within tin

i, elevated railway, gas or elec-railroad, street railwa r

trie light, heat or power company however, that such trustees
now lawfully holdi apital stock of any such corpora-

■d of railroad commissioners, intion may, with the consent of the t

with the consent of theailroad or railway corf
in the case of a gas or elecboard of gas and electric light coir u

fuire and hold the remainder of the
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ent the holding of stock heretofore

ric ligh power company
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plan, the purchase, acquisition,
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with the commissioner of corporatic and with the board hhi; aper
nt, verified by oath, showing thevision of such corporation a statement, ve1'

owned, held or controlled by themhares of such corporationnum
set, and the stockholders of recordupon the date this act take

whose name such shares are held.on the books of such corporation in
No stock not shown by such statement to be so owned, held or controlled
shall be deemed to be lawfully held or to have been heretofore lawfully
acquired within the meaning of this act.

shall be construed as authorizing theSection 3. Nothing in this act
ir the board of gas and electric light
commendation, ruling or order with

board of railroad commissione
commissioners, in making any r

rvice furnished by any corporationrespect to the rates charged or
of said boards, to take into considersubject to the jurisdiction of eithc

ation in any respect whatsoever any certificates of participation or share
and representing the beneficial interestissued under a declaration of trust
■curities, of such corporation, or thein stock, bonds, notes or other

investment in such certificates or lares,
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Section 2. Any partnership, express trust or corporation under th
same ownership, control or management as any railroad, street railway
electric railroad or elevated railway corporation subject to the juris-
diction of the board of railroad commissioners shall be subject to the
supervision of said board in respect of the relations between such rail-
road or railway corporation and such partnership, express trust or cor-
poration; and in respect of such relations shall in like manner and to the
same extent as such railroad or railway corporation be subject to exam-
ination of books, accounts, records, and memoranda, and shall furnish
such reports and information, as the commission shall from time to time
direct and require, and shallbe subject to like penalties for default therein.
In like manner and to the same extent, any partnership, express trust or
corporation under the same ownership, control or management as any
gas or electric light, heat or power corporation subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the board of gas and electric light commissioners shall be subject
to the supervision and jurisdiction of said board

Section 3. The supreme judicial court shall have jurisdiction in equity
to enforce compliance with all orders of the board of railroad commis-
sioners or the board of gas and electric light commissioners made
under authority of this act

Section 4. Nothing in this act shall be construed as authorizing the
board of railroad commissioners or the board of gas and electric light
commissioners, in making any recommendation, ruling or order with
respect to the rates charged or service furnished by any corporation sub-
ject to the jurisdiction of either of said boards, to take into consideration
in any respect whatsoever any certificates of participation or share!
issued under a declaration of trust and representing the beneficial interest
in stock, bonds, notes or other securities, of such corporation, or the
investment in such certific

An Act relative to the Holding of Stocks o:ks of Certain Public
vice ( RATI

Be it enacted,

tion 1. No corporation organized under or subject to the prc
visions of chapter four hundred and thirty-seven of the acts of the year

nineteen hundred and three shall hereafter purchase or acquire, take or
hold, dir pital

ws

cor
the
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